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MICROEXPLOSIONS
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s~ Equations are presented which describe the shock speed
fn~o— 8 and overpressureas a function of radius for strong spherical

3=—t
blasts in cases where the source mass is not negligible.

‘-% Approximationssimilar to those used in the Taylor-Sedovapprox-
qs hate theory are employed. Sample calculationsare presented
~~ for a laser-initiated1-MJ (debris energy) pellet microexplosion,
%~: and compared to Taylor-Sedovapproximate theory solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

Both exact and approximateTaylor-Sedov (T-S)

theory
1-4

have long been used to describe spherical

blast waves emanating from strong point explosions.

The assumptions that have been used in developing

the T-S theory make it valid only in a midfield re-

gime as outlined below.

Here we address the near-field regime where the

source mass is not negligible. This is of interest

for certain explosiveawork and for other problems
5-6such as laser-initiatedpellet microexplosions.

The one-dimensionalplanar near-field case has al-

ready been treated.7 Here we address the near-field

spherical case.

Below we first briefly review the T-S approxi-

mate theory to review methodologiesand limitations.

Then the alternativeapproximate theory is developed

by using similar methodology. Finally, results of

calculationsfor a 1-M.Jpellet-debrismicroexplosion

are presented for both theories and compared.

II. REVIEW OF TAYLOR-SEDOVAPPROXIMATETHEORY

In deriving the T-S theory it was aasumed

(1) a large amount of energy Es is released

that:

instantaneously(At is O) from a small (negligible)

volume; (2) a sphericallyexpanding strong hydro-

shock emanates; and (3) the mass of the energy

source ms ia negligible; thus either ms = O, or the

shock must sweep over a wss of ambient gas ml such

that m >> ms.
1

Assumption (3) enables definition of a near-

field region wherein ~ ~ms, and thus where T-S

theory is not valid. A midfield may be defined

wherein m
1
>> ms, but only out to a radius where

strong shock theory is valid, i.e., P2 ‘> ‘1’ where
P2 is the peak pressure behind the shock and PI is

the ambient gas pressure. In this region the T-S

theory is valid. The far-field region, where the

assumption P2 >> PI is not valid and where a weak

shock wave and finally an acoustic wave exists, will

not be treated in this report.

Given the above assumptions and certain
3-4

similarity arguments, the T-S theory givea the

shock position R by

1/5

(1)

where t ia time, pl ia ambient gas density, and Co

is a constant involving the specific-heatratio Y.

Spherical symmetry is assumed.

The constant co is evaluated as follows. The

energy of the system is assumed constant and equal

to Es . Then, after energy release,

R

Es =
-/_

(~u2 +e)p 4nr2dr

o

(2)



where u is flow speed, e is specific internal energy,

and p is density.

From strong-shocktheory (P2 >> PI) the flow

speed, density, snd peak pressure immediatelybehind

the shock, denoted by Subscript (2), are given by

III. APPROXIMATE BLAST THEORY WITH SOURCE MASS

We now consider the case where the source mass

is not negligible. We aasume, as in the T-S theory,

that the source energy Es is delivered in a very

short time (At + O). We also assume spherical I

i

symmetry.
We start wfth conservationof energy

r.m .

2“
u2=y+l R’

(3)

(4)

(5)

. (6)

. (7)

assumed

Es= Ed+ Eg = f (~<+ ed)pd fm’drY4p1,f32=y_l

2 “2
‘2-y+lRpl ’

Jo

R

4nr2dr,

to the source

(12)

debris,

ambient

where R = (dR/dt) from Eq. (1) iS

~ 1/5
.
R=~~ (~)

Sopl
where the subscript (d) referst-3f5

the subscript (g) refers to the shock-heated

gas, and r refers to the radius of the debris/driu?n-

gas interface (contactsurface); the other terms have

the same meaning as in the laat section.

In the spirit of the T-S approximate theory

A1.ao
1 ‘2 2 ;2

ez”m~” (y + 1)2

In the approximateT-S theory, it ia
in Eq. (12) reduces

+ eg). (12a)

Eq. (12a) gives

the integral for the driven gss
that all the gas swept over by the shock is concen-

trated in a thin isotropic shell of thicknessA,

wherein all gaa properties are uniform with values

given by Eqs. (3) - (5) end Eq. (7). Thus, for

conservationof mass (sourcemass neglected),

to

Eg=$TR3p (&2
12 g

Using Eqs. (3), (4), and (7) In

Eg = ~ lrR3p1~ 17. (12.a.1)
(y + 1)2

For the debris mass, pressure and flow speed

must be conserved across the contact surface, i.e.,

+ ITR3p1= 4TR2AP2 , (8)

PIR

K“
(8a)

(3) - (8) in Eq. (2) and

1/5 2/5

(*) (+) .(9)

whence

P2 - 2“
‘d “ ‘g “~R’

(13)

Using Eq. (1) and Eqs.
2

Pd=P-— ;2 pl,
e y+l (14)solving for co gives

2/5

6.- (+) where Pg is givenby Eq. (5) .

We define the average debris mass density, Pd,

as:Combining Eq. (1) and Eq. (6) yields

(15)

where the subscript s refers to the source before
.

giving R as a function of R for a given Es, PI, explosion. Equation (15) implies the assumption

that R= r, i.e., (R- r)/r << 1.

Using Eqs. (13) - (15) and employing the

functional form of Eq. (7), the approximate expres-

sion for Ed becomes

and y.

Combining Eq. (5) and Eq. (10) yields

2 25— (~) ~ ESR-3 ,
p2=y+l 5

(11)

giving P2 as a function of R for a given Es and y.
Ed=; =R3~d[$U~+ed] =.. ●

1 ~3~2+8 IT .

-; 2PSS P1R3R2. (16)
(y + 1) 3 (Y2 - 1)

The above equations give solutions accurate to
3-4

within a few percent of the so-called exact

solutions.

2
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Using Eq. (12.a.1) and llq.(16), the approxbnate

expressionfor Eq. (12) is

Es=? ‘ 2P1R3i2+;~2PSR~;2
(y + 1) (y + 1)

8 T .

‘3
P1R3R2 . (17)

(Y2 - 1)

Given Ea~ Y~ P1~ p~, and R~, Eq. (17) can be solved

for ~ as a functionof R. CorrespondingP2’s can be

found from Eq. (5), and flow speeds from Eq. (3).

IV. COMPUTATIONALRESULTS

Shock speeds, R, were calculatedas a function

of radius for both Eq. (10) and Eq. (17), us~g Es

-lx106J, y=l.67 ,ps= 2 x 102 kg/m3, R~ = 10-3m,
-4 -9and pl = 10 to 10 kg/m3; these are approximate

conditionsexpected in certain laser-initiatedfusion

experimentsinvolvinga deuterium-tritiumice pellet,

where . 1 NJ of the 7 MJ releasedwould appear in the

debris. Correepondingpost-shockpressures,P2, were

calculatedby using Eq. (5).

Computationalresults for the T-S approximate

theory [l?q.(10)md Eq. (5)]are shown in Fig. 1. Note

the very high shock speeds ~ for small radii R,

namely speeds in excess of the speed of light. This

reeult is obviouslynon-physical.

If within some very small radius (< 10-2 m)

the source energy Es is distributedequally over the

source mass, and if all that energy is manifested in
1

kinetic energy, then from Es = ~msu2 a flow speed

(quasi-freeexpansion)u of 1.54 x 106 m/s would be

predicted. From Eq. (3), a shock speed, ~, of

2.06 x 106 m/s would result.

Computationalresults for the modified theory,

Eq. (17), are shown in Fig. 2. For small radii the

results show ~ . 2.06 x 106 m/s, in agreementwith

the speed predicted for small R for quasi-freeex-

pansion.

At higher densitiessnd/or radii, the results

of Fig.2 show that the flow becomes a blast wave.

This reeult would be expected as the expanding

source-messparticles interactwith the ambient gas

end transferenergy to ambient gas particles,and ia

predictablewhen viewing Eq. (17) where the first

and the third term on the right-handside resemble
.

Eq. (10), i.e., Es -.p1R3R2.

‘“’o~ ‘0’2

109 —

K) s _

1“7–

,.6

p,= 168K9/m3

P!” l~6Kg/m3

Pl= lo-4Kq/J

‘~
z
~e4

lo s —

‘ILL-J’:.-

“Fig.1.

10 I 10-’ 10-2
—R (m)—

Taylor-Sedovtheory solutions for a 1-NJ
pellet microexplosion.

v. DISCUSSION

The derivationof Eq. (17) admittedly involves

several approximations. The derivationaasumes

constant y, asaumes an ideal gas, and neglects plasma

phenomena such as fast-electronclouds accelerating

Ions by Coulomb forces.8 Radiative losses from

ionizing shocks are also neglected. Inclusion of

such phenomena in the derivationwould yield more

accurate space- and time-dependentsolutions, though

numerical rather than analytic solutionswould pro-

bably be required.

The above analytic results should be useful in

providing estimates of cavity physics phenomena for

sy8teme enalysie work on conceptual laser-fusion

reactor concepts.

3



Another scenario for dry-wall cavity concepts10

again involves cavity dynamics. Absorption of the

neutron burst in a lithium blanket surrounding the

cavity may result in some cavity wall ringing. The

arrival of”the pellet debris-drivenblast on the wall

meY amplify or negate en oscillation,depending on

cavity dimensions,ambient gas density, end pellet

characteristics.

The time of arrival of the pellet debris-

driven blast at various radii is one important fac-

tor. For PI = 10
-8

kg/m3 and the pellet character-

istic stated above, the T-S theory, Eq. (l), pre-

dicts that the blast will reach one meter radiua at

t . 6.23 X 10
-8

s. The results of Fig. 2 indicate

that at one meter radius the arrival time would be

t - 4.85 X 10
-7

s. Thus, altered small-radiusflow

1
I09

1
,---

/’
/ 108

/
/

,
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L
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/

/

histories can greatly alter large-radiusarrival
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